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South Coast Science is conducting an ongoing collocation study, comparing the output
of its Praxis/Urban air quality monitoring devices with the output of reference equipment.
The study began in January 2019, and is a partnership between South Coast Science and
Ricardo Energy & Environment. To-date, it covers three sites which are all part of the UK
government AURN network. Two sites are airports, the third is semi-urban. Collocation at
further sites is planned.
Comparisons are made for PM1, PM2.5, PM10, plus NO2, NO and O3. It is intended that SO2
be included in the future. The study has three goals:
1. To determine the performance of the raw sensor outputs for both particulate counters
and gas electrochemical sensors in the field
2. To build models using environmental data that predict the sensor error, and therefore
are able to correct these errors
3. To validate the models by comparing the model outputs with reference data
Initially, model development was performed by conventional means - based on some
understanding of the science underpinning the operation of the sensors, data analysis
tools were used to discover some of the coeﬃcients for the eﬀect of specific
environmental factors. These techniques provided significant but limited improvements in
the reporting performance of the system against reference values for both particulate
densities and gas concentrations.
At the start of 2020, the focus of the study shifted to automating the model-building
process - machine learning (ML) tools were deployed. The ML regression tools were
performing essentially the same function as the manual investigation, but scaled to many
more environmental factors and coeﬃcient-discovery iterations.
For PMs, all three stages are complete. Praxis/Urban devices are now shipped with onboard data interpretation software systems for PM1, PM2.5 and PM10. Model output
validation is continuing using data sourced by Ricardo. Model refinement will continue
periodically.
For NO2, the three goals have been met for the manual model-building process. Work is
currently underway to refine these models using the same ML techniques that were
applied in the case of PMs. These techniques will be applied initially for NO2, NO and O3,
and subsequently for SO2.
The electrochemical gas sensor data interpretation models will be available as an overthe-air software update to Praxis/Urban devices during Q3 2020.
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Reported values of Alphasense OPC-N3 contained in South Coast Science Praxis/Urban
device, compared to Palas Fidas equipment.
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PM2.5 reference versus raw OPC-N3
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Reported values of model prediction based on internal status of Alphasense OPC-N3 and
environmental factors, compared to Palas Fidas equipment.
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PM2.5 reference versus model prediction
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